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ABSTRACT

The present paper experimentally verified and computationally explained an improved design concept of the spray combustion of a gas–
liquid pintle injector with variable swirl intensities. By pintle injector, we mean a promising injector for the throttleable engines with variable
thrust capacities, which features the moveable pintle continuously controlling the mass flow rates of fuel and oxidizer where the radial and
axial flows encounter to form a spray cone and spray atomization. First, the cold flow test was conducted to study the swirl effects on the
spray angle, followed by the combustion test to study the total pressure and the specific impulse under different swirl intensities. The results
show that the swirl enhances the combustion performance by increasing the total pressure and specific impulse. Second, the swirl-assisted
spray was numerically simulated based on a validated volume-of-fluid method to explain the experimental findings. The diameter distribu-
tion and spatial distribution of dispersed droplets were analyzed by the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) and the Voronoi tessellation, respec-
tively. The results show that the swirl significantly promotes the breakup of liquid jet or film, producing smaller SMDs and a more uniform
spatial distribution of dispersed droplets. The consolidated correlation between the non-reacting spray characteristics and the combustion
performance suggests that the proposed methodology can be used to fast prescreen pintle injector designs.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0164130

I. INTRODUCTION

Pintle injection strategy is admitted as one of the best choices for
throttleable rocket engines1–3 among various strategies to adjust the
mass flow rate, such as adjusting upstream injection pressure drop,
inserting inactive gas into the fuel before injection, multiple mani-
folds,4 and high-speed pulse injection. The variable thrust capacity is
promising and superior for wide-range flight vehicles5,6 and hyper-
sonic aircrafts7 to improve maneuverability. Generally, pintle injection
has two representative types, namely, gas–liquid and liquid–liquid
injection forms. The cryogenic fuels, such as liquid oxygen/kerosene8

and liquid oxygen/methane,9 or gelled hypergolic propellants10 adopt
the liquid–liquid injection form; and other fuels, such as hydrogen per-
oxide/kerosene11 and nitrous oxide/propane,12 which can be stored at
atmospheric temperature, adopt the gas–liquid injection form. In
demand of the development of commercial rocket engines with small
thrust, the gas–liquid injection form for air oxygen/kerosene is a
promising alternative method to circumvent the complexities of cryo-
genic fuel-providing systems.

The typical film–film pintle injector with a radial film flow collid-
ing with an axial film flow forms a hollow conical liquid film, which
undergoes the subsequent development of surface capillary waves and
fragmentation to spray atomization. The spray shapes of pintle injec-
tors with film–film injection elements13–15 are very similar to those of
the pressure swirl injectors16–19 in liquid rocket engines. Vijay et al.20

investigated the effects of internal and external flows on the primary
breakup and secondary atomization of the formed liquid film of a swirl
injector, for example, the core stability, breakup length, spray angle,
and Sauter mean diameter (SMD). Ahn et al.21 and Khil et al.22 found
the Klystron effects occurring in spray oscillation under the periodic
change of mass flow rate, in which the spray angle varies with the dis-
turbance of the mass flow rate, leading to non-uniformly distributed
sprays and thereby the possible unstable combustions. Recently, Kang
et al.18 investigated the effects of rocket operating environments on the
spray characteristics, including the back pressure, supercritical injec-
tion, and pressure oscillation. Liu et al.23 numerically investigated an
annular liquid sheet sheared by a coaxial supersonic gas stream with a
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swirling effect based on a large eddy simulation and found that swirl-
ing has only marginal effects on the convective instability. Kumar
et al.24 studied the mixing of constituent components transported
through a narrow fluidic cylindrical channel in a swirling flow envi-
ronment and found that the inlet swirl promotes advection dominated
mixing, while the dominance of advection increases substantially for
the higher Reynolds number. Zheng et al.25 studied the influence of
the nozzle’s tangential velocity to axial velocity ratio and swirl diver-
sion channel eccentric distance on the spray characteristics, where
increase in the velocity ratio can enhance the swirl strength inside the
nozzle and increase the spray cone angle. Patil and Sahu26 studied the
air swirl effect on spray characteristics and the droplet dispersion in a
twin-jet crossflow air blast injector and found that the air swirl signifi-
cantly reduces the droplet size downstream of the injector exit. A par-
ticularly useful conclusion is that increasing the swirl intensity of
injection could promote the formation, breakup, and atomization of
the conical liquid film, reduce the film thickness and SMD, and conse-
quently improve the subsequent combustion characteristics.

Compared to the typical film–film injection form14,15 and pres-
sure swirl injector,18 the jet-film injection27–29 elements uniformly dis-
tributed along the circumferential direction of the pintle are more
frequently used in the practical pintle injector for the optimized spray
characteristics.13 This is because the radial jet collides with the axial
film flow with a part of the film region remaining intact with the jet
flow in the circumferential direction, causing the atomized spray dis-
tributed in a wider region both in the vicinity of the axis and in the
radial direction owing to the combined roles of jet and film instability
mechanisms. There are many parametric studies on the spray atomi-
zation and combustion of pintle injectors, for example, the influences
of geometric and flow parameters on the spray angle,15,27,28,30,31 the
process of the film fragmentation, atomization, mixing characteristics
between fuel and oxidizer,32–34 and spray combustion performance
and stabilities.9,33,35

For the gas–liquid injection form, Son et al.15 studied the effects
of momentum ratio and flow Weber number on the spray angle of
gas-film pintle injection. Yang et al.36 experimentally and theoretically
studied the spray characteristics of a recessed gas–liquid coaxial swirl
injector. Wu et al.37 experimentally studied a low-pressure intermit-
tent air-assisted spray and focused on the effects of liquid fuel injection
duration on time-resolved spray microscopic characteristics and spray
unsteadiness. Khani Aminjan et al.38,39 experimentally studied the
pressure swirl atomizer with tangential input and duplex air-blast
atomizers spray in the engine real operation conditions. Wang et al.40

studied the effects of turbulence modulation on the coaxial air-blast
atomization and proposed an optimization of thread structure design
for atomization improvement. Kumar and Sahu41 studied the liquid
jet disintegration on spray fluctuations in a coaxial twin-fluid injector
and found that the upstream unsteady jet breakup strongly influences
the spatiotemporal evolution of droplet characteristics and local spray
fluctuations. In addition, some papers reported experimental studies
on the ignition42–44 and combustion characteristics45 of the combus-
tors with gas–liquid injection strategies.

The gas–liquid injection is superior to the liquid–liquid injection
because gas injection generally has a high speed and tends to cause a
strong shear on the gas–liquid interface, thereby promoting the spray
atomization to smaller dispersed droplets. However, a prominent dis-
advantage of gas injection is that the axial gas film velocity is much

larger than that of the radial liquid jet owing to the density of the gas
being much smaller than that of liquid at low throttling levels with
small total chamber pressure. This leads to a very small spray angle
and poor spray characteristics with spray breakup occurring only in
the vicinity of the axis. To effectively solve the problem, we proposed a
new design of the gas–liquid pintle injector with swirl-assisted atomi-
zation and variable swirl intensity of the swirl gas flow. The design
includes two features, as the schematic shown in Fig. 1(a). First, the
swirl gas flow from the tangential inlet tends to reduce the axial
momentum and increase the spray angle, in which circumferential
shear of the swirling gas flow promotes the atomization of the liquid
jet. Second, the gas flow has two inlets where the radial and tangential
inlets, respectively, provide the non-swirl and swirl gas flow, and then,
the variation of swirl intensity can be achieved by assigning the total
mass of gas flow into the swirl and non-swirl gas flows. In that situa-
tion, an optimized spray angle and atomization characteristics can be
achieved by adjusting the swirl intensity. In addition, referring to the
pressure swirl injector, the air cone formed by the swirling flow with
low pressure inside might promote the jet breakup at the root position
and further improve the spray characteristics.

The present work aims to experimentally verify and computa-
tionally explain our design concept of a pintle injector implemented
with pressure swirl injection. The experimental apparatus and numeri-
cal methods are presented in Sec. II, followed by the experimental veri-
fication of different effects of swirl intensities on the variation of total
pressure and specific impulse based on the cold flow test and the com-
bustion test, respectively, in Sec. III, and the computational compari-
sons of spray characteristics, Sauter mean diameter, and droplet
spatial distribution by Voronoi tessellation between three representa-
tive cases of non-swirl, half-swirl, and swirl gas flow in Sec. IV.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Experimental apparatus

To quickly evaluate the performance of pintle injectors, it is nec-
essary to conduct the cold flow test first because many atomization
characteristics, such as the reasonable spray angle, the smaller size,
and as uniform distribution as possible of the dispersed droplets,
directly affect the combustion performance. The assembly and parts of
the pintle injector are shown in Fig. 1(a), including three main rotating
parts of a pintle, an inner sleeve, and an outer sleeve, which are nested
from inside to outside with the same axis, and, respectively, provide
the liquid fuel jet with an axial inlet, the non-swirl gas flow with a
radial inlet, and a swirl gas flow with a tangential inlet. Different parts
are flange connected.

The cold flow test rig includes two lines of high-pressure gas
sources for swirl and non-swirl gas flow, one line of high-pressure gas
sources to pressurize the water tank, a pressure sensor, and a high-
speed camera. The pintle injector is placed in an opening space in the
atmospheric environment. The water tank is pressurized to a certain
pressure to ensure constant liquid injection pressure. The pressure
sensor measures the injection pressure drop at the injector inlet. A
high-speed camera (Phantom VEO640L) equipped with a Navitar
superzoom long-distance microscopic lens is fixed and placed between
the nozzle and anechoic chamber, in which the camera can ensure as
many as 1400 frames per second under the S35 frame and
2560� 1600 resolutions and the minimum exposure time of 1 ls.
The cold flow test mainly studies the effects of injection pressure drop
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(i.e., injection velocity) and swirl effects on the spray angle and con-
tour. The significance of the cold flow test is that the optimized spray
characteristics in the cold flow test generally produce enhanced com-
bustion performance.

The schematic of experimental settings for the combustion test of
the swirl-assisted gas–liquid pintle injector is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
entire testing system includes high-pressure gas sources, an ignitor, a
pintle injector, a combustor, a water-cooling system, a high-speed cam-
era, and an anechoic chamber. A line of air is connected to the kerosene
tank to provide the liquid kerosene in the axial direction, and another
two lines of gaseous oxygen are directly connected to the radial inlet
and the tangential inlet of the pintle injector to provide non-swirl and
swirl gas flow, respectively. The kerosene outlet is radial, and the gas
outlet is axial, as the red and blue arrows shown in Fig. 1(b). Additional
one line of air and one line of hydrogen are connected to the ignitor to
ignite the kerosene sprays, in which the ignitor penetrates through the
injector panel into the combustor and offset to the side of the pintle
injector head. The combustor is nested into the water-cooling system
with a water inlet on the left and a water outlet on the right. After the
nozzle, it is implemented an anechoic chamber to reduce the noise and
capture the unburn kerosene after the nitrogen gas washing.

The present combustion test measures two main parameters of
the total pressure and thrust. The total pressure is measured by a pres-
sure sensor that is connected to a through hole of the combustor, and
the thrust is measured by a dynamometer directly connected to the
combustor base. The pressure sensor (GE, UNIK 5000) measures the
total pressure in the range of 0–20MPa with the sampling frequency

of 3.5 kHz and the uncertainty of 60.1%. The thrust is measured by a
sensor (OMEGA, LC203-500) with the uncertainty of 60.05%. In
addition, there are many other pressure sensors connected to every
value and gas line to monitor the injection pressure, thereby the mass
flow rate of gaseous oxygen and liquid kerosene. The mass flow rate of
kerosene is controlled by a proportioning valve (Bosch Rexroth,
R901239141) and can be directly measured by a turbine flowmeter
(OMEGA, FTB-1312). The measured errors are generally61.0% with
the variation of mass flow rate in the range of 23–2330 g=s. The gas
mass flow rate is controlled by changing the upstream pressure
through a high-precision pressure regulator (Emerson, ER5000
Electropneumatic Actuator). Again, a high-speed camera (Phantom
VEO640L) equipped with a Navitar superzoom long-distance micro-
scopic lens is fixed and placed between the nozzle and anechoic cham-
ber, in which the camera can ensure as many as 1400 frames per
second under the S35 frame and 2560� 1600 resolutions and the min-
imum exposure time of 1 ls. The spatial resolution of the camera in
terms of pixel to millimeter is about 0.01mm for each pixel. It also
uses another normal colorful digital camera to capture the fire shape
and relevant shock trains. The entire running time of the experiment
is about 16 s, in which the combustion process lasts for 6–8 s so that
stable combustion can be established and thereby accurate measure-
ment of thrust and total pressure.

B. Numerical method and specifications

The three-dimensional (3D) continuity and incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations,

FIG. 1. (a) Assembly and parts of the swirl-assisted gas–liquid pintle injector for the cold flow test and (b) schematic of experimental apparatus for the combustion tests.
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r � u ¼ 0; (1)

q @u=@t þ u � ruð Þ ¼ �rpþr � 2lDð Þ þ rjnds; (2)

are solved by using the classic fractional-step projection method,
where u is the velocity vector, q the density, p the pressure, l the
dynamic viscosity, and D the strain rate tensor defined as
Dij ¼ @jui þ @iuj

� �
=2. In the surface tension term rjnds, ds is a Dirac

delta function, r the surface tension coefficient, j the local curvature,
and the unit vector n normal to the local interface. The present study
adopts the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method. To solve both the gas and
liquid phases, the density and viscosity are constructed by the volume
fraction as q ¼ cql þ ð1� cÞqg and l ¼ cll þ 1� cð Þlg , in which
the subscripts l and g denote the liquid and gas phases, respectively.
The volume fraction c satisfies the following advection equation:

@c=@t þr � cuð Þ ¼ 0 (3)

with c ¼ 1 for the liquid phase, c ¼ 0 for the gas phase, and 0 < c < 1
for the gas–liquid interface.

In the present study, the pure Eulerian approach with the VOF
method implemented in the open source code, Gerris,46–48 is adopted
to analyze the spray characteristics. Gerris features the 3D octree adap-
tive mesh refinement, the geometrical VOF interface reconstruction,
and continuum surface force with height function curvature estima-
tion, which has been demonstrated to be competent for high-fidelity
simulation of the breakup of liquid jets49,50 and films and subsequent
spray atomization.51–54 The full VOF simulation of sprays is a direct
numerical simulation (DNS)55,56 and can accurately predict the pri-
mary breakup of liquid jet or film and provide as many details of
sprays as possible if using appropriate mesh resolution to certain phys-
ical problems. However, a major challenge of DNS lies in the
extremely fine mesh resolution for large numbers of dispersed droplets
and secondary breakup and thereby substantial computational cost.
For example, Salvador et al.55 analyzed the effects of turbulent inflow
conditions on the primary breakup of a liquid jet by DNS with approx-
imately 66� 106 cells and a minimum cell of 2.34lm. Shinjo and
Umemura56 performed a DNS of the primary breakup of a liquid jet
with a total mesh number of nearly 6� 109 to resolve the minimum
mesh grid of 0.35lm. To improve the computational efficiency, the
coupled Eulerian–Lagrangian approach52,57–60 was proposed to com-
bine the Eulerian method for the primary breakup of liquid jet or sheet
and the Lagrangian model for the dispersed droplet dynamics, where
all droplets with diameters smaller than the reference value would be
transformed into Lagrangian particles.

It is worth mentioning that the present simulation is, however,
not focused on resolving spray details as much as possible but on the
computational explanations of our design concept of a pintle injector
implemented with pressure swirl injection. Thus, the total mesh num-
ber in the present simulation based on the adaptive mesh is about
8� 106 (minimum mesh grid of 30lm), which is prominently less
than that of 6� 109 (minimum mesh grid of 0.35lm) for the simula-
tion of a jet breakup56 based on a uniform mesh.

The present VOF simulation is limited to the cold flow spray of
kerosene without ignition and combustion because a good spray char-
acteristic with an optimized spray angle and small discrete droplets
distributed as uniformly as possible tends to lead to a good combus-
tion performance. The comparisons of spray angle and spray charac-
teristics between the simulation and experiments have been discussed

sufficiently in our previous work.61 The comparison of the probability
density function (PDF) of dispersed droplet diameter for different
mesh resolutions demonstrates the inherent drawbacks of a full VOF
simulation in dealing with the primary breakup of jet or film: strong
grid dependence of PDF and substantial computational costs for the
secondary breakup of sprays. To balance the accuracy and computa-
tional cost, the present study chooses the samemesh refinement level61

of (N0 ¼ 3 and Nd ¼ 5) and mainly focuses on comparing the swirl
flow effects on spray characteristics in the same frameworks, in which
N0 and Nd are the initial and maximum mesh refinement levels for
the gas and the gas–liquid interface zones, respectively. Generally, Nd

for the gas–liquid interface zone plays a dominant role in jet or film
breakup characteristics, andN0 for the gas zone reduces the total num-
ber of meshes.

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the computational domain and
geometrical parameters of a swirl gas–liquid pintle injector. The liquid
inlet is axial with a characteristic diameter D, and the liquid outlet
radially consists of 12 injection orifices, in which the shape of each ori-
fice is a square connected by two semicircles on two sides. Both the
length of the square and the diameter of the semicircle are 0:075D.
The gas has two inlets with the same diameter of 0:75D, namely, radial
inlet and tangential inlet, respectively, providing non-swirl gas flow
and swirl gas flow. The non-swirl and swirl gas flows are compounded
into one swirl flow and then injected from the axial annular exit with a
thickness of 0:15D. The 3D computational domain is 42D in length
along the axial direction and 40D in width and height perpendicular
to the axial direction. All boundaries except inlets are specified as free
outflow boundary conditions.

For the representative case, it simulates multiple kerosene jets in
the radial direction colliding with an annular film of gaseous oxygen in
the axial direction at the pressure environment of 2MPa, in which the
density, viscosity, and surface tension coefficient for liquid kerosene are
ql ¼ 0:76� 103kg=m3, ll ¼ 2:30� 10�3N s=m2, and r ¼ 2:65
� 10�2N=m, respectively; the density and viscosity for gaseous oxygen
at 2MPa are qg ¼ 28:6kg=m3 and lg ¼ 2:03� 10�5N s=m2, respec-
tively. The injection velocities of liquid kerosene and gaseous oxygen
are vl ¼ 17:22m=s and vg ¼ 150:43m=s, respectively. Consequently,
the liquid Weber number and the Ohnesorge number for the liquid jet
can be calculated as We ¼ 8500 and Oh ¼ 1:62� 10�2, in which the
collisionWeber number,We ¼ qlDvl

2=r, measures the relative impor-
tance of the jet or film impact energy compared to the surface energy,
and the Ohnesorge number, Oh ¼ ll=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qlDr

p
, measures the relative

importance of the liquid viscous stress compared to the capillary pres-
sure. The dimensionless time is defined as T ¼ t

tine
; and the characteris-

tic collision time is tine ¼ D=vl ¼ 0:058ms. A typical simulation run
results in about 8:0� 106 grid points in the entire domain by fixing
N0 ¼ 3 and Nd ¼ 5 for all cases and takes about 200h of real time
to simulate up to T ¼ 0:2 on an AMD EPYC 7452 processor with
64 cores.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Swirl effects on spray angle

Figure 3 compares the experimental images of sprays with pure
radial jet, non-swirl gas flow, and swirl gas flow in the atmospheric
environment. The injection pressure drop of liquid water is 0.25MPa,
approximately corresponding to the injection velocity of 20m=s and
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the mass flow rate of _m ¼ 90 g=s. As the spray contour and closeup
shown in Fig. 3(a), 12 jets are observed from the injection orifices dis-
tributed uniformly along the circumferential direction of the pintle.
The primary breakup of the jets into liquid filaments occurs due to the
hydrodynamic instability, and discrete droplets in downstream beyond
the present frame are not shown in the figure.

Upon the injection of liquid into gas, the liquid jet is rapidly atom-
ized into substantially dispersed droplets, in which the mass flow rate
of gas is about _m ¼ 154 g=s and the injection velocity of the gas is
nearly the speed of sound in the standard atmospheric environment.
Apart from the representative instants of the spray contour for the
non-swirl and swirl gas flows shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the time
evolution of the spray angle to characterize the temporal fluctuations is
also shown in Fig. 3(d). The spray angle h is quantitatively defined as
tan h ¼ H=L, where H and L are, respectively, the radial and axial dis-
tances from the boundary point at the camera frame to the liquid injec-
tion inlet, with the boundary point separating the liquid spray on the
left and the environment gas on the right, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and
3(c). The frame used in the current experiment is S35 (25.6� 16mm)
with 2560� 1600 resolutions and 10lm for each pixel. For the cold
flow test, the images are exposed with a 9-ls shutter and the spray
angle is measured within a 10% error. It is seen two approximate pla-
teaus with about 30� and 45� for the non-swirl and swirl gas flow,
respectively, and the transition connects the two stable operating condi-
tions, which indicates that the swirl gas flow increases the spray angle

and leads to a broader distribution of dispersed droplet. The good spray
characteristics tend to simultaneously have a small Sauter mean diame-
ter and a broad distribution of dispersed droplets in the combustor.
Although the diameters of the dispersed droplets were not measured in
the test, a more uniform distribution of dispersed droplets by the swirl
gas flow injection is inferred to improve the spray characteristics. In
addition, the spray angle and the spatial distribution of dispersed drop-
lets can be adjusted by varying the mass flow rate of non-swirl and swirl
gas flow, which enhances the flexibility of performance control and
simplifies the match between injection pressure drop and injection area
for the variable mass flow rate condition.

B. Swirl effects on total pressure and specific impulse

This section focuses on the swirl effects of gas flow on the spray
characteristics and combustion performance, in which the deviation of
total pressure and specific impulse between the experimental measure-
ment and the theoretical estimation serves as an indicator for effective
spray and combustion. For the convenience of description, the swirl
flow ratio (SFR) is defined to characterize different swirl intensities of
the compounded swirl gas flow and controlled by reassigning the total
gas flow from the either radial inlet or tangential inlet, with SFR¼ 1.0
the pure swirl flow and SFR¼ 0.0 the pure non-swirl flow. Similarly,
the mixture ratio (MR) characterizes different mass ratios of gaseous
oxygen to liquid kerosene. The detailed experimental parameters for

FIG. 2. Schematic of the computational
domain and geometric parameters of a
swirl gas–liquid pintle injector with an axial
liquid inlet, a radial gas inlet, and a tan-
gential gas inlet.
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all 11 cases, including the mass flow rates and outlet velocities for the
non-swirl, swirl gas flow, and kerosene, are presented in Table I.

Figure 4 shows the experimental images of the flame for different
cases shown in Table I. A chain of shock waves out of the nozzle with
MR¼ 3.5 is shown in Fig. 4(a), and the numbers of shock waves are 7,

6, and 5 for the non-swirl (SFR¼ 0.0), half-swirl (SFR¼ 0.5), and swirl
(SFR¼ 1.0) gas flows, respectively. This is because that MR is larger
than the stoichiometric oxidizer/fuel ratio, so the kerosene tends to be
sufficiently burned out showing the blue flame color. As decreasing MR
with the insufficient combustion of kerosene, the flame color turns yel-
low and then, the shock wave chain is difficult to be observed with the
setting of the light source and exposure based on the colorful camera.
Figure 4(b) shows the time sequence images for case 5 using the high-
speed camera. For the combustion test, the nozzle outlet and flame
width are in the order of O(10�1) m. Apart from the beginning and
ending time instants, the flame shape is approximately stable with only
slight fluctuations. To quantitatively characterize the flame fluctuations
and combustion stability, the evolution of the instantaneous flame width
and chamber pressure is measured and shown in Fig. 5, in which the
flame width l is normalized with a characteristic length L. The results
show that the width ratio l=L fluctuates between about 0.75–1.25 and
the average value is about the unity during an oscillating period. In addi-
tion, the measured chamber pressure for representative cases with differ-
ent SFR is approximately constant during the combustion time from 10
to 16 s, which confirms that the combustion system is stable and the
measured total pressure and specific impulse are accurate.

Figure 6 quantitatively compares the total pressure Pt and the
specific impulse Is between theoretical estimations and experimental
measurements for all cases shown in Table I. All combustion test is
performed at least one more time so as to obtain the stable total pres-
sure curve and thrust curve. The theoretical Pt and Is are estimated by
a NASA Open-Source Program, CEA,62–64 in which the input parame-
ters include the chamber pressure, the mixture ratio, the mass flow
rate per unit chamber section area, and the nozzle expansion ratio. For
those cases 1–8 at 2MPa, the nozzle expansion ratio equals 3.16 with
the nozzle under-expansion. For cases 9–11 at 1MPa, the nozzle
expansion ratio is the chamber pressure to the standard pressure
because the nozzle is excessive expansion. The results show that the
theoretical total pressure and specific impulse vary slightly with SFR
because the total mass flow rate and MR are constant, and the experi-
mental measurements of Pt and Is have an approximately 10%–20%
loss compared with the theoretical values.

A prominent finding is that the experimental Pt and Is are largest
at SFR¼ 1.0, which indicates that the swirl gas flow can improve the
spray characteristics and subsequent combustion performance to
ensure sufficient spray combustion that is as much close to the ideal
situation as possible. However, it shows a non-monotonic variation of
Pt and Is with varying SFR and have a minimum value at SFR¼ 0.5
with the half-swirl gas flow. This indicates that the swirl effects of gas
flow are possibly not always beneficial to the enhancement of combus-
tion efficiency, which may depend on the local spray characteristics
owing to the interaction between non-swirl and swirl gas flow inner
the injection tube and merit further computational study in the follow-
ing. In addition, a larger MR for cases 1–5 favors the larger Pt and Is
owing to the enhanced combustion efficiency with MR closer to the
stoichiometric ratio.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL VERIFICATIONS
OF SWIRL-ASSISTED SPRAY
A. Spray contour

Figure 7 compares the spray contour affected by different swirl gas
flow intensities. The gas and liquid phases are denoted by transparent

FIG. 3. Experimental images of the cold flow test in the atmospheric environment
for the pintle injector with (a) radial liquid jet only, (b) non-swirl gas flow, (c) swirl
gas flow, and (d) evolution of the spray angle h to show the temporal fluctuations of
the spray.

TABLE I. Experimental parameters for different swirl intensities and mixture ratios.

Cases

Non-swirl
oxygen
_mns ðg=sÞ

Swirl
oxygen
_ms ðg=sÞ

Kerosene
_m l ðg=sÞ

Oxygen
outlet
velocity
ðm=sÞ

Kerosene
outlet
velocity
ðm=sÞ MRa SFRb

1 201.3 0.0 108.2 179.9 17.5 1.86 0.0
2 50.3 150.5 108.4 161.1 17.7 1.85 0.25
3 100.6 98.1 108.0 168.4 17.5 1.84 0.50
4 154.0 50.6 109.0 179.1 17.6 1.88 0.75
5 0.0 201.4 106.6 199.0 17.3 1.89 1.0
6 171.9 0.0 131.0 165.7 21.2 1.31 0.0
7 85.8 86.2 131.8 161.8 26.9 1.31 0.5
8 0.0 171.8 131.0 191.9 21.3 1.31 1.0
9 97.7 0.0 27.7 237.9 4.49 3.53 0.0
10 49.5 50.4 27.7 235.1 4.48 3.61 0.5
11 0.0 101.0 27.5 266.5 4.45 3.67 1.0

aMixture ratio (MR): mass ratio of gaseous oxygen ð _mns þ _msÞ to liquid kerosene _m l .
bSwirl flow ratio (SFR): mass ratio of swirl gas flow _m s to the total gas flow
ð _mns þ _m sÞ.
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blue and dark red, respectively. The results are illustrated from two dif-
ferent views at the x–y plane and y–z plane on the first and second rows,
respectively, to show the 3D characteristics of sprays, in which the white
dash line is the rotating axis of the pintle injector. To clearly illustrate
the spatial characteristics of sprays, the co-ordinate is shown for each
case and all co-ordinate values at x-, y-, and z- directions have been
scaled with a factor of 0.1.

For the pure non-swirl gas flow (SFR¼ 0.0) shown in Fig.
7(a), the spray contour is approximately axisymmetric based on the
x–y or x–z plane in the early stage of sprays and shows slightly
non-axisymmetric in the late stage of sprays, which is probably
caused by the radial inlet of gas flow that offset to only one side of
the pintle injector. The penetration distance reaches about 5.0 at

T¼ 0.172 for the non-swirl gas flow shown in Fig. 7(a). For the
pure swirl gas flow (SFR¼ 1.0) shown in Fig. 7(c), the penetration
distance is substantially reduced to about 3.0 at T¼ 0.172 because
the swirl effects reduce the axial momentum and partially convert
the original axial momentum into the circumferential counterpart.
It is seen a prominent asymmetry of the spray contour in the late
stage of sprays. To compensate for the reduced penetration distance
and enhanced asymmetry of the spray contour, the half-swirl gas
flow (SFR¼ 0.5) is simulated and shown in Fig. 7(b). The penetra-
tion distance reaches about 4.0 at T¼ 0.172 and is intermediate
between the pure non-swirl and pure swirl gas flow cases. In addi-
tion, the spray contour is approximately axisymmetric during the
entire spray process.

FIG. 4. Experimental images of the combustion test for (a) different cases with varying mixture ratios (MR) and swirl flow ratios (SFR) and (b) time sequence images by using
the high-speed camera for the representative case 5.
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It is noted that the asymmetric spray contour is probably only
for the pintle design in the present study, which is attributed to the
non-uniform velocity distribution caused by a radial inlet and a tan-
gential inlet that offset two sides of the pintle injector. The asym-
metry of gas flow influencing the spray characteristics merits
further study and is beyond the scope of the present study. In addi-
tion, it is hard to evaluate spray characteristics only according to
the spray contour, and the quantitative analysis of Sauter mean
diameter and Voronoi tessellation is necessitated and discussed in
the following.

B. Sauter mean diameter

Figure 8 shows the probability density function (PDF) of droplet
diameters and characteristic volume-to-surface length for three differ-
ent swirl flow ratios. It is seen that all the curves of PDF and volume-
to-surface length are approximately overlapped for these three cases,
in which the PDF shows a Poisson distribution with a diameter of
about 90lm at the peak of PDF, and the characteristic volume-to-
surface length is about Oð100Þ lm and decreases as the evolution of
sufficient breakup of liquid jet or film, as shown in Fig. 7. It is noted
that the PDF and volume-to-surface length characterize the global
properties of the spray, and some quantities to characterize the local
properties of the spray are necessitated.

The statistical distribution of atomized droplet size can be quanti-
fied by the characteristic diameter.65 The discrete form of characteris-
tic diameter is defined as follows:

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the (a) flame width ratio and (b) measured chamber pres-
sure for different cases.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the total pressure Pt and the specific impulse Is between the theoretical estimation and the experimental measurement for (a) cases 1–5, (b) cases 6–
8, and (c) cases 9–11.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of spray contours (red for liquid and blue for gas) between three representative cases with different swirl flow ratios (SFR). (a) SFR¼ 0.0, (b) SFR¼ 0.5,
and (c) SFR¼ 1.0.
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where p and q are positive integers, n the number of droplets with a
diameter of D, and t the number of total discrete sampling time. In
general, the Sauter mean diameter (SMD), D32, is the most representa-
tive one that measures the volume-to-surface ratio of a finite fluid par-
cel. Figure 9 compares the time-averaged SMD contour at different x
co-ordinates in the axial direction during a small time period before
and after the representative instant at T¼ 0.172, in which the small
time period is about DT ¼ 0:02 containing about ten numerical steps.
For all three cases, the contour results show that there are not any
prominent regions with the SMDs being larger than 200 lm; and the
majority of the SMD is distributed around 100lm owing to sufficient
atomization. However, it is seen the differences in the spatial distribu-
tion of SMD for three cases. Specifically, for the half-swirl gas flow
(SFR¼ 0.5) shown in Fig. 9(b), the region of nonzero SMD at x ¼ 0:5
is smallest and the SMD at its central position is larger than 200lm,
which leads to the insufficient spray atomization in the vicinity of the
pintle head. For the pure swirl gas flow (SFR¼ 1.0) shown in Fig. 9(c),
although the spray penetration distance in the x-direction is shortest
owing to the reduced axial momentum by the swirl gas effects, the
region of nonzero SMD is much broader than other two cases both at
x ¼ 0:5 that close to the pintle head and also on other slices. It indi-
cates that the swirl gas effects can promote the earlier breakup of liquid
jet or film and thereby enhance the spray characteristics. The SMD
contour at x ¼ 3:5 for the swirl gas flow is negligible and thereby not
presented in Fig. 9(c).

The swirl gas effects break the axisymmetric flow of the tradi-
tional jet-film pintle injector and lead to rich local characteristics of
sprays that merit further analysis. The spray contour for SFR¼ 1.0
shows prominent asymmetry at one certain time and may appear an

axisymmetric and time-averaged spray contour for a long period of
time. However, apart from the time-averaged characteristics, the
instantaneous characteristics are also significant to the spray and com-
bustion characteristics. Although the contour of the SMD value shows
slight differences, the SMD distribution varies greatly by the swirl gas
effects. The sufficient spray atomization tends to simultaneously have
a smaller SMD and also a uniform distribution of dispersed droplets,
which motivates us to analyze the atomized droplets by using the
Voronoi tessellation in the following.

C. Voronoi tessellation

As discussed above that a very common approach to evaluating
the spray characteristics is using the SMD,29,65,66 however, a spray
with locally small SMD does not guarantee good combustion perfor-
mance because SMD does not reflect the droplet clustering character-
izing the interaction between neighboring droplets. To analyze the
spatial distribution of dispersed droplets, Srikrishna67–69 proposed an
approach to analyzing droplet clustering from the topological aspects
by using the Voronoi tessellation. As the 2D example shown in Fig.
10, Voronoi tessellation67,68,70,71 divides the entire space into many
subspaces around droplets so that every point in a subspace is closer to
its corresponding droplet co-ordinate than other droplets. As a result,
the points on a boundary between two subspaces have the same dis-
tance to the droplets belonging to the subspaces. Voronoi tessellation
can be mathematically described as that, for each droplet j occupying
the co-ordinate xj, its influence region RðjÞ is defined as follows:

R jð Þ ¼ x 2 Rnjd0 x; xjð Þ � d0 x; xkð Þ; for all k 6¼ j
n o

; (5)

where x is the coordinate for a droplet in the Euclidean spaceRn (n is
the dimension, n¼ 2 or 3 in the present study), and

d0 x; xkð Þ ¼ x � xkj j ¼ Rn
i¼1 xi � xik

� �2h i1=2
(6)

is the natural Euclidean metric (distance function).

FIG. 8. Comparison of (a) probability density function (PDF) of discrete droplets diameter and (b) characteristic volume-to-surface length for three cases shown in Fig. 7 with
different swirl flow ratios (SFR).
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Figure 10 shows the Voronoi diagram at different x coordinates
for the three representative cases. It is seen in the dense spray with a
large number density of dispersed droplets or small Voronoi volumes
close to the pintle head, as x ¼ 0:5 and 1:5 shown in Fig. 10(b), and
the dilute spray with the small number density of dispersed droplets
or large Voronoi volumes far away from the injector, as x ¼ 1:5 and
2:5 shown in Fig. 10(c). Overall, the spatial distribution range of
Voronoi cells is approximately consistent with the region of nonzero
SMD contour shown in Fig. 9. However, the results show that there is

no prominent correlation between SMD and Voronoi volumes. For
example, the white squares 1 and 2 at x ¼ 1:5 shown in Fig. 11(a)
have a similar SMD distribution but correspond to a dense spray
(small Voronoi volumes) in square 1 and a dilute spray (large
Voronoi volumes) in square 2. Similarly, for the swirl gas flow case at
x ¼ 2:5 shown in Fig. 11(b), the volumes of Voronoi cells vary prom-
inently for approximately the same SMD value. It indicates that both
the Voronoi diagram and the SMD contour are significant to evalu-
ate the spray characteristics because they reflect two different aspects

FIG. 9. Comparison of 2D distribution of Sauter mean diameter (SMD) on different slices along the axial (x-) direction for three cases shown in Fig. 7. (a) SFR¼ 0.0, (b)
SFR¼ 0.5, and (c) SFR¼ 1.0.
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FIG. 10. Comparison of Voronoi diagram of all discrete droplets on the slices along the axial (x-) direction for three cases shown in Fig. 7. (a) SFR¼ 0.0, (b) SFR¼ 0.5, and
(c) SFR¼ 1.0.
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of the spray. The SMD contour reflects the time average of discrete
droplets at a certain spatial location, whereas the Voronoi cells reflect
the local characteristics of discrete droplet distribution at a certain
time.

Figure 12 further compares the number, the mean Voronoi vol-
ume, and the square standard deviation of Voronoi volumes at differ-
ent slices for the three representative cases. The variation trends of the
number and mean Voronoi volume for the non-swirl gas flow
(SFR¼ 0.0) and the half-swirl gas flow (SFR¼ 0.5) are approximately
the same except some prominent differences of the spray at x ¼ 0:5,
in which a smaller number of dispersed droplets and a larger mean
Voronoi volume for SFR¼ 0.5 are attributed to the delayed breakup of
liquid jet or film in the vicinity of the pintle head. For the swirl gas
flow case (SFR¼ 1.0), as the spray penetration distance is shortest, the
number of discrete droplets N decreases prominently as increasing the
axial position along the x-axis, leading to an increased mean Voronoi
volume A. Thus, the analysis of spray contour in the vicinity of the
pintle head is the main region for SFR¼ 1.0. It is seen that the number
of dispersed droplets is the largest and reaches a peak value at x ¼ 1:0,
which indicates that the swirl gas effects can promote the breakup of
liquid jet or film and thereby enhance the spray characteristics. To
quantitatively characterize the uniformity of dispersed droplets, the
square standard deviation of Voronoi volumes is defined as s2

¼ P
iðAi � A Þ=N and shown in Fig. 12, where A is the mean

Voronoi volume for each slice. The results show that s2 for the pure
swirl gas flow is smallest at all slices, and s2 for the half-swirl gas flow

is largest at x ¼ 0:5 and presents approximately the same variation
trend as that for the non-swirl gas flow. An exception of s2 for the
pure swirl gas flow at x ¼ 3:0 is caused by the smallest spray penetra-
tion distance and dilute spray about to end, which is, however, not
opposite the discussion.

The above results of the spray characteristics might explain the
combustion test in Fig. 6, since it is believed that good atomization
characteristics generally produce efficient combustion. For the pure
swirl gas flow, it simultaneously has the small SMD contour owing to
the sufficient breakup of liquid jet or film and the uniform distribution
of dispersed droplets with the smallest square deviation s2 of Voronoi
cells. Consequently, enhanced combustion performance with increased
total pressure and specific impulse is achieved. Similarly, the largest
square deviation s2 for the half-swirl gas flow at x ¼ 0:5 indicates the
delayed breakup of liquid jet or film in the vicinity of the pintle head
and non-uniform distribution of dispersed droplets, resulting in bad
combustion performance with a decreased total pressure and specific
impulse. This is because the droplet clustering effects characterized by
Voronoi tessellation in sprays influence the flame propagation speed
and the local combustion mode between the single droplet combustion
and the group droplet combustion.72–74 The coupling effects of SMD
and Voronoi distribution can benefit sub-grid modeling for the group
combustion67–69 in spray combustion andmerits future studies.

V. CONCLUSION

The present paper proposed a design concept for swirl-assisted
spray combustion of the gas–liquid pintle injector with variable swirl
intensities, aiming to solve the possible bad spray characteristics of the
traditional gas–liquid injection approach due to the small spray angle
and non-uniform distribution of dispersed droplets. The design con-
cept was experimentally verified by both the cold flow test and the
combustion test. The cold flow test shows that the swirl gas effects can
improve the spray angle owing to the axial momentum of gas having
been partially converted into the circumferential momentum. The
combustion test compares three representative cases of pure non-swirl

FIG. 11. Spatial distribution of SMD contour and Voronoi diagram at (a) X ¼ 1:5
and (b) X ¼ 2:5, respectively.

FIG. 12. Comparison of the number, mean Voronoi volume, and square deviation
of Voronoi volumes at different slices along the axial direction for the representative
case shown in Fig. 7 with different swirl flow ratios (SFR).
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gas flow, half-swirl gas flow, and pure swirl gas flow and shows that
the swirl effects enhance the combustion performance with increased
total pressure and specific impulse.

The swirl-assisted spray combustion of the gas–liquid pintle injec-
tor was also computationally investigated to explain the experimental
observations. The best spray characteristics for the pure swirl gas flow
are attributed to the promoted breakup of the liquid jet or film in the
vicinity of the pintle head and to a broader region of dispersed droplets.
The diameter and distribution of dispersed droplets are qualified by
the Sauter mean diameter and the Voronoi tessellation, respectively, in
which the Sauter mean diameter and Voronoi volumes show no prom-
inent correlations but reflect two different aspects of the spray. The
Sauter mean diameter contour reflects the time average of discrete
droplets at a certain spatial location, whereas the Voronoi cells reflect
the local characteristics of discrete droplet distribution at a certain
time. The good spray characteristics tend to simultaneously have a
small Sauter mean diameter but also a uniform distribution of Voronoi
cells for all dispersed droplets. Thus, the swirl-assisted spray combus-
tion in the present study can be understood as that the swirl gas effects
promote the atomization of liquid jet or film, resulting in a small
Sauter mean diameter and a uniform distribution of dispersed droplet
qualified by the square deviation of Voronoi volumes.

The present results also consolidate the correlation between the
spray characteristics of the cold flow test and the spray combustion
test for the quickly predict the combustion performance. In addition,
apart from the analysis of the Sauter mean diameter, the Voronoi tes-
sellation characterizing the droplet clustering effects merits further
study for its significance in the analysis of spray characteristics and the
modeling of group combustion in sprays.
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